
Do you want development of self and others to spread further throughout your organisation? Would you like your people to 
have access to the latest development in self awareness, connection and diversity of thought in the workplace? Would you 

like them to learn in ways that are self paced with cutting edge content, videos, resources and activities?

The Field is an organisational development company with expertise in cognitive psychology and neuroscience. After 15 
years of working with literally thousands of leaders and teams, we have pulled together the best content from all of our 

programs to offer organisations quality online learning. Our mission is to build extraordinary workplaces, filled with 
extraordinary humans, with less time and resources.

Imagine a world where workplaces are environments that 
advance human potential and happiness…

Organisational Development
ONLINE LEARNING

thefield.com.au



Our Online Learning

The Extraordinary Minds Program is a full 6 month leader and team development program. The online learning 
component has 3 modules available to organisations (either as a package or separately), which are:

Extraordinary Awareness: Taking individual self awareness to a whole new 
level! (8 online lessons with bonus lessons).1. 

Extraordinary Connection: Building social intelligence for inclusion and 
collaboration (6 online lessons).2. 

Extraordinary Thinking: Building diversity of thought and curiosity mindsets 
for resourceful problem solving and innovation (6 online lessons).3. 

At The Field we believe, that, if anything is worth doing, then it is worth doing completely 
and remarkably. We have noticed that there is organisational development that happens 
globally that costs a lot and has no impact on the people involved. We also know from 
experience that there is organisational development that is life changing for all involved, 
both professionally and personally, that creates a strong bond and loyalty by individuals to 
the organisations investing in them. We deliver the latter and only partner with 
organisations who are committed to this kind of change. And as a result, we have 
developed an online learning program that doesn't cost the earth, is High Impact and high 
quality.....and most importantly has been designed to reach and add value to every single 
employee in an organisation. The content has been formed from 15 years 
of facilitating leadership and organisational culture programs, including Leadership 

ARE YOU READY TO CREATE SOMETHING 
EXTRAORDINARY WITHIN YOUR ORGANISATION?

Fundamentals, Resilience and Diversity of Thought Programs.


